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challenging Perceptions of artistic vision
Sense & Sensuality

• 2006 sees the return of the second annual exhibition Sense & Sensuality organised by the pioneering charity BlindArt.

• Sense & Sensuality presents an extravaganza of contemporary interactive art encompassing paintings, sculpture & installations.

• Sense & Sensuality breaks through traditional hierarchies & barriers in the arts by actively encouraging all works to be experienced through touch.

• Sense & Sensuality challenges the notion that sight is essential for creating and enjoying exceptional art.

• Sense & Sensuality is an inclusive exhibition that provides large print, Braille, tactile images and audio-description information for visually impaired visitors. BSL and text transcripts are available for visitors with hearing impairment.

The exhibition design considers a broad range of physical access adjustments.

• All works are for sale with proceeds going to raise funds for BlindArt projects.

• BlindArt is the only commercially-based all-inclusive charity, which promotes artistic excellence regardless of visual-ability and encourages a re-evaluation of what constitutes visual art.